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The seismic hazard associated with an individual fault can be assessed from the 

distributions of slip and recurrence times of earthquakes. However, seismic cycle models
1
 

that aim to predict rupture lengths and fault displacements of successive earthquakes on 

one fault remain poorly validated. It is therefore unknown whether individual fault 

segments rupture independently, producing earthquakes with a diverse range of 

magnitudes and recurrence times, or slip by characteristic amounts, with characteristic 

magnitudes. Here we use high-resolution satellite data to document the horizontal offsets of 

stream channels and terraces created by strike-slip motion on the Fuyun fault, Xinjiang, 

China, during five historical earthquakes. We find that the Ms 7.9 11 August 1931 

earthquake produced a surface rupture with a length of 160 km, dispersed over three 

different fault segments. The 290 measured stream channel and terrace offsets record an 

average slip of 6.3 m. We use the degree of preservation of geomorphological markers to 

assign relative ages to individual fault offsets and identify at least four distinct older 

earthquakes. We find that these older earthquakes also produced fault offsets with a 

similar distribution to the 1931 earthquake. As the slip distributions during five successive 

earthquakes were so similar, we conclude that ruptures on the Fuyun fault obey a 

characteristic slip model. 

 



Very few large earthquakes are known to have ruptured the same fault segment twice in 

historical or instrumental time
1
. The formulation of slip- and time-predictable seismic cycle 

models is primarily based on the recurrence of moderate to small magnitude earthquakes
2,3

. 

Palaeo-earthquake time series most often show two to four, but rarely ten or more events
4–6

. Even 

rarer are palaeo-seismological sites where both horizontal coseismic displacements and dated 

event horizons are documented
7–9

. Earthquakes with surface ruptures mapped to a level of detail 

sufficient to discuss the interplay between fault geometry and rupture processes are also few
10,11

. 

Thus, earthquake rupture and recurrence models are constrained by very limited datasets. Field 

studies directed at testing such models must target sites where the known slip function of the last 

event can be used for calibration, and where clear evidence of past earthquake offsets are 

preserved. So far, only a handful such sites are documented, notably on the Superstition Hills 

fault
12

 and along some sections of the North Anatolian fault
13

. 

On 11 August, 1931, the Fuyun earthquake ruptured the right-lateral Fuyun fault (Fig. 1) in 

the southern Altai Mountains of Northwest China
14,15

. With an estimated Ms of 7.9 (ref. 16), this 

event ranks among the largest continental strike-slip earthquakes of the past century. Surface 

breaks were mapped over ≈160 km, with average lateral slip in excess of several metres
17,18

. As a 

result of the rather arid climate and limited human degradation, such breaks are remarkably 

preserved today. 

With specifically acquired panchromatic Quickbird satellite images (~60 cm pixels, geo-

referenced) along a 5 km wide swath straddling the length of the fault (Fig. 1), we mapped the 

1931 rupture in detail, except for its 40 km-long northern section, which was obscured by clouds. 

Three principal segments can be defined, based on steps or significant azimuth changes (>5˚). In 

addition to right-lateral slip, normal throw along the northern, Kokotohai segment has led to 

damming of the Irtysh and tributary rivers into permanent lakes. By contrast, thrust faulting is 

locally observed on the southern and central segments, particularly near Karaxingar. 

Along 110 km (70%) of the rupture, geomorphic piercing lines defined by stream channels 

and terrace risers were systematically identified to measure coseismic horizontal offsets. The 

measurements were performed by best retrofitting the geomorphic markers into initial alignment 

(Fig. 2, Supplementary Method Section, Fig. S1a and Fig. S2a–n). This yielded a total of 569 

horizontal offset measurements ranging between 2.2 ± 0.6 m and 64.5 ± 0.6 m (Fig. 1, 

Supplementary Table S1). The attached uncertainties include marker sharpness, rupture zone 



width and piercing line obliquity, besides the intrinsic error owing to image resolution (~60 cm). 

Overall, they are on the order of 10% for 208 measurements, between 10% and 20% for 273 

measurements, and >20% for 88 measurements. The data are not distributed evenly along the 

rupture, the most active outwashes being unable to preserve offset markers except for short 

periods of time. An assessment of the robustness of each measurement is also proposed, based on 

along-strike offset consistency to distances of 100 m on either side (Supplementary Table S1). 

Reconstructing piercing line alignment typically meets with difficulties owing to marker 

erosion
19

, but calibration of key offsets in the field (Supplementary Fig. S1b) was used to 

alleviate such difficulties and further validate the Quickbird dataset. 

Although coseismic slip variability over short distances is commonly observed
20,21

, co-

located twofold to threefold multiples imply that the Fuyun dataset includes 1931 coseismic 

offsets as well as cumulative offsets owing to older events. Hence, the dataset may be split into 

two subsets. The subset grouping the smallest offsets at each site (290 measurements) defines the 

coseismic slip during the 1931 earthquake. It is quite similar to that derived from smaller 1931 

rupture datasets obtained in the field
17,22 

(Supplementary Fig. S3 and Table S2). Each subset is 

then analysed independently to characterize slip distributions. 

The 290 offset measurements attributed to the 1931 rupture indicate an average coseismic 

slip lc of 6.3 m ± 1.2. The northern 40 km of rupture, where normal faulting is dominant, is not 

included in this average. Based on this average value, scaling laws linking magnitude, average-

slip and rupture-length for strike-slip earthquakes
23

 yield Mw = 7.6, consistent with the magnitude 

Ms (7.9) derived from seismological data
24

. The slip distribution obtained (Fig. 1) shows no 

prominent displacement peak, even though one might be possible in the field near Karaxingar
22 

(Supplementary Fig. S3 and Table S2). Sections with smaller than average coseismic slip, often 

marking segment boundaries
21,25

, are not observed either. We cannot exclude the possibility that 

either minimum or maximum values might be located in some of the Quickbird data gaps, but 

outside such gaps the 1931 earthquake slip function does look unusually uniform, unlike those of 

several other earthquakes of similar magnitude, which show more variability along strike
21,25–27

. 

We interpret the second data subset of 279 larger offsets as representing the cumulative effect 

of several earthquakes, including the 1931 event. The implicit assumption—that the climatic 

modification of landforms occurs faster than earthquake disruption—seems justified by the slow 

slip-rate
28 

and the millennial return time of great events
29 

in a temperate continental climatic 



environment at latitude 46–47 N. The statistical distribution of cumulative offsets shows at least 

three well-defined and well-separated peaks, and more in places (Fig. 1). Such peaks are best 

documented along the northern and, most remarkably, central segment, where up to five 

regularly spaced clusters of values are clear. Using a discrete Fourier transform (Supplementary 

Method, Figs S4 and S5), we determine the characteristic wavelength Λ of the distribution to be 

6.24 m, on par with the average slip lc of the 1931 event. This indicates that, within error, the 

successive peaks at 12, 18, 24, 30 and possibly even 37 m in the offset distribution (Fig. 1) may 

represent the added displacements of 2, 3, 4, 5 and perhaps 6 great earthquakes, each with a very 

similar slip, implying that up to half a dozen successive event ruptures along the Fuyun fault 

followed a characteristic slip pattern. Although the occurrence of smaller magnitude events, 

associated with smaller offsets, cannot be completely ruled out, we found no convincing 

evidence of any. 

To test quantitatively how many characteristic slip events each of the 279 displacement 

values might represent, we model a theoretical distribution of offsets based on the 1931 slip 

function and the assumption of characteristic coseismic slip. To account for the fact that the 

number of observations decreases exponentially with increasing offset (Fig. 1), that is, with the 

number of events and hence with time, we introduce a constant (λ, characterizing the rate of 

preservation of geomorphic markers) that integrates all degradation factors, natural or 

anthropological (see Supplementary Method). This constant averages local conditions over the 

110 km studied and can be used on a regional basis to quantify the ageing of landforms as a 

function of time. In a way, it characterizes the resilience of geomorphic memory. Here, along the 

eastern edge of the Jungar basin, the constant that best fits the dataset in Fig. 1 is λ = 0.55. Figure 

3 shows the results of the modelling in the form of a probability density function (PDF) 

superimposed on the original dataset, with data points coded by symbols indicating the number 

of events. The number of events attributed to each measured cumulative offset reflects the 

highest calculated probability density (see Supplementary Method). The penultimate event is 

well defined along most of the length of the fault studied, with cumulative offsets twice as large 

as the smallest offsets associated with the 1931 earthquake. The third event back in time is also 

well defined between 5 and 75 km. Despite sparser data, the fit between measured offset and 

predicted event number remains satisfactory for the fourth and fifth events, especially between 

47 and 65 km. The larger offset values around 37 m, although fewer than ten in number, hint at 



the possible record of a sixth earthquake. The simple pattern of clear first multiples observed 

between 5 and 80 km, however, breaks down at the southern end of the rupture. This is also 

where the two independent field surveys
17,22

 depart most significantly from one another. This 

may be taken to indicate the existence of additional offsets resulting from an earthquake other 

than the 1931 event, for which the rupture might have propagated northwards from the 

southernmost stretch of the fault south of Ertai. 

Overall, our ‘Quickbird’ dataset indicates that local coseismic slip for successive earthquakes 

on the central 80 km of the Fuyun fault was very similar, pointing to a characteristic slip 

behaviour
1
. The successive ruptures seem to have propagated across step-overs as wide as 2.2 

km, as observed elsewhere
10

. As no direct dating is available for the cumulative offsets, the ages 

of earthquakes predating 1931 are unknown. Hence, it remains possible that such earthquakes 

ruptured only part of the stretch of the fault that slipped during the last event. However, the facts 

that the two main segment boundaries are not strongly expressed geomorphically and that neither 

is well marked in the 1931 slip distribution make this unlikely. Moreover, any such earthquake 

would have had an unduly large slip relative to rupture length, an observation clearly at odds 

with general scaling laws. This does suggest that the last five earthquakes on the fault were close 

to characteristic, a rather unexpected circumstance along strike-slip faults
1
, but not altogether 

implausible here. Indeed, in this northernmost boundary zone of the India/Asia collision zone, 

the present deformation is fairly complex and slow. It is absorbed by several rather short fault 

systems which slip at only a few mmyr
−1

 (refs 28,30) and have finite offsets of at most a few tens 

of km (~25 km for the Fuyun fault, Fig. 1). It is thus likely that even strike-slip faults here are in 

an immature stage of development and still growing. Clearly, dating the occurrence of past 

earthquakes on the different segments of the fault is the only way to resolve this issue, and 

determine whether the Fuyun fault still behaves in a characteristic-earthquake mode or if 

individual segments rupture independently and link opportunistically, producing earthquakes 

with a more diverse range of magnitudes and occurrence times, as is usually the case along 

strike-slip plate boundaries. 
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List of Figures 

 

Figure 1 Rupture map and offset measurements. a, 1931 rupture trace (red), mapped from 

Quickbird satellite image swath (swath limits indicated by thin lines). b, 569 

horizontal offset measurements along the south-central part of the rupture from 

retrofitting of geomorphic markers into initial alignment. Error bars depend on the 

quality of measurements (see text and Supplementary Material for discussion). c, 

Horizontal offset distribution. Note the number of measurements decreasing 

exponentially with increasing offset size. 

 

Figure 2 Successive reconstructions of offset channels at site 4D (location on Fig. 1).  

Channels are labelled alphabetically and numerically on the west and east sides of 

fault, respectively. Starting from the present geometry, the east side is moved to 

realign channels truncated or disconnected as the result of successive earthquakes. 

Each offset is determined by restoring continuity of one main channel (large black 

circle) and other secondary channels (small black circles). Successive offsets of 

5.6, 12.1, 18.3, 24.7, 30.56 and 35.2 m are identified. 

 

Figure 3 Direct slip distribution modelling. Comparison between measurements and 

synthetic density probabilities (P) computed from 1931 initial slip distribution, 

assuming characteristic slip and exponential decay of landforms. Offset values are 

coded with symbols representing the most probable number of earthquakes (Ne) 

required to create them. 
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